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SEPRO BLACKHAWK 100 CONE CRUSHER
The Sepro Blackhawk 100 Cone Crusher is a modern, hydraulically operated cone crusher designed
to be simple, rugged and effective for heavy duty mining and aggregate applications. The combination
of the speed and eccentric throw of the crusher provides fine crushing capability and high capacity
in a very compact design. The Blackhawk is capable of being applied as a secondary or tertiary
crusher as well as a pebble crusher.

SEPRO TYRE DRIVE SCRUBBERS
Sepro Tyre Drive Scrubbers feature a rugged, simple design and incorporate robust components to
give low capital and operating costs combined with high availability. Operating in many applications
on feeds with high clay contents, Sepro Scrubbers are well proven as the optimum choice for difficult
ore and stone washing duties. The variable frequency drive (VFD) package accompanying each unit
allows you to fine tune the operation of the scrubber based on the application.

SEPRO HB DEWATERING SCREENS
Sepro Huck Bolt Screens are used for a variety of particle size separation and dewatering duties in
mineral processing and aggregate applications. In aggregate applications, proper size separation and
dewatering is essential to generate a saleable product. Sepro works closely with clients to
determine the correct screen type and size for each application.

SEPRO ROD DECK SCALPING SCREENS
Sepro Rod Deck Screens are designed for effective screening of wet, sticky, abrasive material in
mineral, sand and gravel processing. These screens feature adjustable rod spacing with heavy duty
forged tines set in polyurethane blocks for shock resistance.

SEPRO FINESPRO COMPACT SAND WASHING PLANT
Sepro FinesPro Compact Sand Washing Plant facilitates highly accurate separation of silts and
clays from the final washed sand product. Designed to be portable and to remove excess fines
simply and effectively.
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SEPRO AUTOMATION
Sepro Automation features cutting edge technology and offers superior electrical performance,
high availability, and durability. Sepro is able to provide all types of controls from small motor
starters up to and including plant controls and Motor Control Centers (MCC) either supplied loose
or installed in containerized e-houses.

SEPRO HYDRO CYCLONE
Sepro Hydro Cyclones can be configured to correct fines content in order to meet a specific
grading requirement.

SEPRO SLURRY PUMPS
Sepro Slurry Pumps are designed to handle difficult abrasive slurry transport for a wide range of
applications. Tailings disposal, grinding circuit discharge, carbon transfer, dense media, dredging, and
hydro-cyclone feed are common duties for Sepro’s comprehensive line of slurry pumping solutions.

CANAMIX PERISTALTIC PUMPS
Canamix Peristaltic Pumps have all the benefits of other peristaltic pumps with the advantage
of a slower speed for the same flow rate and rotating rollers for gentle hose compression.

CANAMIX AGITATORS
Canamix Agitators are manufactured using experience-based knowledge and technical expertise
to provide high quality fluid mixing systems for use in the mining, chemical, pharmaceutical, paper,
and waste and water treatment industries.
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